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FICTION
 Mystery & Detective • Historical • Literary
ISBN 9781988784816 | $23.95 CAD/US
NOVEMBER 2021

The Tangled Miracle | Bertram Brooker
 

Originally published in 1936. A miracle is expected at 
Port Fletcher, Connecticut: Mrs. Agatha Weir, priestess 
of a strange new cult called Assumptionism, will soon 
be received into heaven, just like Enoch and Elijah. A 
medium prophesies the date, publicity gets to work, 
and all of America hums with anticipation. Then, 
when the priestess actually disappears, an elaborate 
investigation ensues…

Bertram Brooker (1888–1955) was one of Canada’s 
first abstract painters. A self-taught polymath, Brooker 
was also a Governor General’s Award-winning novel-
ist, as well as a poet, screenwriter, playwright, essayist, 
copywriter, graphic designer, and advertising executive.

A first-rate thriller from one of Canada’s
notable abstract painters

The Pump | Sydney Warner Brooman

The small southern Ontario town known as The 
Pump lies at the crossroads of this world’s violence—a 
tainted water supply, an apathetic municipal govern-
ment, the Gothic decay of rural domesticity—and  
another’s. And in these interconnected stories, no one 
is immune to The Pump’s sacrificial games. 

“The Pump shows us the surreal violence of living in 
the 401’s sprawl and the staggering beauty of the na-
ture that surrounds it.”– Jia Qing Wilson-Yang

Sydney Warner Brooman (they/them) was raised in 
Grimsby, Ontario. They attended Western Universi-
ty in London, Ontario, and currently live in Toronto. 
Find them online at sydneywarnerbrooman.com.

FICTION
Short Stories • Magical Realism • LGBT • Literary
ISBN 9781988784793 | $20.95 CAD/US
SEPTEMBER 2021

Frost & Pollen | Helen Hajnoczky

By turns earthy and lush, and punctuated by dark 
and unsettling undercurrents, this is a poetry col-
lection in two acts:  “Bloom & Martyr” is a sensu-
ous walk through a menacing garden of flowers 
and desire, while “Foliage” retells the Arthurian 
legend of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight from the 
point of view of the Green Knight, the mysterious 
figure who teases and torments Gawain.

Helen Hajnoczky is the author of Magyarázni, Poets 
and Killers: A Life in Advertising, and the chapbook 
Bloom & Martyr. She lives in Calgary, and can be 
found on Instagram @ateacozyisasometimes and 
online at ateacozyisasometimes.com.

POETRY • Women Authors • Epic • Canadian
ISBN 9781988784809 | $19.95 CAD/US
OCTOBER 2021

An engaging yet evasive feminine exploration of 
nature and sexuality

A Gothic collection of stories featuring carnivorous
beavers, art-eaters, and family intrigue, for fans 

of Alice Munro and Shirley Jackson
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